Team SSC is the ideal team to design, deliver and support the
United States Navy’s Ship to Shore Connector. The SSC will provide
high-speed, over-the-horizon, heavy-lift capability for the United
States Marine Corps Expeditionary Brigade. The SSC’s demanding
specifications are a perfect fit for Marinette Marine Corporation’s
experience in aluminum construction and in delivering U.S. Navy
and USCG ships, and they play right to Boeing’s strengths in
advanced rotorcraft technology and systems integration.
Boeing Rotorcraft produces the Apache and CH-47 Chinook
rotorcraft for the U.S. Army, and V-22 Osprey systems for the
U.S. Navy in state-of-the-art, lean-design
manufacturing facilities.

Griffon Hoverwork has delivered more than 150 hovercraft in
40 countries around the world.

Team partner Oceaneering International holds the current
contract for the U.S. Navy’s SLEP for the LCAC. They have realworld experience in the factors that enhance craft capability
and increase operational availability, and in the conditions that
contribute to landing craft wear and tear.

Team partner Griffon Hoverwork has been a pioneer in the
development of hovercraft technology since the dawn of the
industry more than 40 years ago. They’ve placed more than 150
hovercraft in more than 40 countries worldwide.

The SSC will be built at MMC affiliate ACE Marine, builder of the USCG Response Boat Medium.

Oceaneering’s LCAC repair and maintenance experience
provides invaluable input into SSC design.

MMC delivers the United States Navy Littoral Combat Ship.

The team’s approach to the challenge is direct and to
the point: Build a lower-cost, higher-availability, nextgeneration craft. Their combined strengths and capabilities
are unmatched:
• Lean Design and Manufacturing
• Demonstrated Ability to Deliver on Navy Contracts
• Proven Success on Complex Rotorcraft
Systems Integration
• Experience in LCAC Maintenance and Repair
• Total Global Life Cycle Support

Team SSC is a powerful combination of companies with
impeccable credentials. Their combined expertise in vessel
construction, marine engineering, naval architecture, systems
integration, LCAC maintenance, and rotorcraft power
systems are recognized worldwide. It’s a hand-picked team
focused on affordability, availability, maintainability and total
life cycle support. Please go to www.ship2shoreconnector.
com for additional information.

Boeing produces the V-22 Osprey, the AH 64-D
Apache Longbow and the CH-47 Chinook
rotor wing aircraft. In its Mesa, Arizona
plant, Boeing operates one of the world’s most
sophisticated flight simulator facilities.

The varied defense systems delivered by Team SSC lay the foundation for the quality, reliability,
and state-of-the-art systems integration that will be built into
the Ship to Shore Connector.

